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  1.0  Location

Aberdeen Harbour, Scotland, was chosen for a Horizontal range test of the ISA500 
in relatively shallow water.  The ISA500 was deployed from the Telford Jetty 
pontoon, due to its central location between two harbour walls.  This provided two 
potential long range readings to be taken:

A check using Google Earth provided the approximate distances of each of these 
ranges:

Range 1 = Approximately 120 meters (394 ft)
Range 2 = Approximately 75 meters (246 ft)
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2.0  ISA500 Setup

Initially the ISA500 was lowered into the water, with the transducer pointing towards 
the harbour floor.  The depth of the water at the time of the test was found to be 
approximately 5 meters (16.4 ft) deep. 

Following the water depth check, the ISA500 was mounted horizontally to an 
extendible deployment pole, in order to measure the horizontal ranges 
underwater:

ISA500 Mounted to deployment pole

The pole was lowered over the side of the pontoon, to a depth of approximately 2.5 
meters (8.2 feet) – placing the ISA500 midway in the water column.  The ISA500 
was pointed first in the direction of Range 1, then in the direction of Range 2.

The ISA500 was set to have a 100µ second pulse duration, at 50% transmit power, 
with an operational frequency of 500kHz.   

Range 1: 120m                      Range 2: 75m
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3.0  Results 

Range 1: 120m

When pointed in the direction of Range 1; a range measurement of 119.561 meters 
was observed.  This was in-line with the expected value.  Minor differences in value 
when compared with Google Earth can be contributed to the approximate nature of 
the Google Earth value, exact location of the ISA500 deployment, together with the 
angle at which it faced the opposite wall.  

Using the ISA500 software package, the return echo which the unit had recognised 
as the harbour wall was examined: 

Returned Pulse of Range 1

The x-axis represents time, with the y-axis representing magnitude.  The waveform 
can be divided into thirds, with the mid section showing the detected echo.  The first 
and last third of the waveform show the ambient background noise level.

As can be seen, the return echo is significantly above the background noise, 
highlighting the capability of the ISA500 to detect ranges of 120 meters, with a good 
signal to noise ratio.  

It should be noted that some of the acoustic energy will have been lost to the surface 
and harbour floor at this range, due to the 6° conical beam width.  However the metal
clad concrete harbour walls provide a good acoustic reflector – as can be observed in
the return echo shown in the image above. 
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  Range 2: 75m

When pointed in the direction of Range 2, a range measurement of 74.445 meters 
was observed.  This was in-line with the expected value.  Minor differences in value 
when compared with Google Earth can be contributed to the approximate nature of 
the Google Earth value, exact location of the ISA500 deployment, together with the 
angle at which it faced the opposite wall. 

Using the ISA500 software package, the return echo which the unit had recognised 
as the harbour wall was examined: 

Returned Pulse of Range 2

As before, the x-axis represents time, with the y-axis representing magnitude.  The 
waveform can be divided into thirds, with the mid section showing the detected echo. 
The first and last third of the waveform show the ambient background noise level.

As can be seen, the return echo is above the background noise, and there is also 
apparent a second echo, likely from multipath effects.  In this instance the ISA500 
has picked the Echo with the largest magnitude to use to calculate range.  

Also as before, it should be noted that some of the acoustic energy will have been 
lost to the surface and harbour floor at this range, due to the 6° conical beam width.  
However the metal clad concrete harbour walls provide a good acoustic reflector – as
can be observed in the return echo shown in the image above. 
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4.0  Conclusion

As can be seen from the above, the ISA500 is an ideal unit to be used for horizontal 
range measurement.

The high signal to noise ratio achieved at 120 meters (394 feet), highlights the 
capability of the ISA500 as a long range Altimeter/underwater range measurement 
device. 

If you have an application requiring measurement to be made underwater, and are 
unsure whether the ISA500 would meet your requirement – please do not hesitate to 
contact Impact Subsea to discuss your requirement further:

T.  +44 (0) 1224 460 850
E.  info@impactsubsea.co.uk
W. www.impactsubsea.com 
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